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In this paper we prove that the exponential dichotomy for evolution equations in
Banach spaces is not destroyed, if we perturb the equation by ‘‘small’’ unbounded
linear operator. This is done by employing a skew-product semiflow technique and
a perturbation principle from linear operator theory. Finally, we apply these results
to partial parabolic equations and functional differential equations.  1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many authors have been studying the existence and roughness (pertur-
bation) of the exponential dichotomy (ED) for infinite dimensional evolu-
tion equations. For example, for partial differential equations one can find
the work done by Henry [11], Kolesov [13], and Lin [18]. In the case
of functional differential equations we can see the work done by Hale [10],
Lin [17], and Lizana [19].
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Roughly speaking these authors have studied the existence and rough-
ness of the exponential dichotomy for the following abstract linear evolu-
tion equation in a Banach space Z,
z$=(A+B(t))z, t>0, (1.1)
where t  B(t) : R  L(Z) is bounded, continuous in the strong operator
topology of L(Z) and A is the infinitesimal generator of a C0-semigroup.
For the existence of the exponential dichotomy we only have to put some
gap condition on the spectrum of A and assume that B(t) is small in the
uniform topology of L(Z); see, for example, Chow and Leiva [2], Rau
[23], and Sacker and Sell [24].
The question of perturbation (roughness) for the exponential dichotomy
can be formulated as follows: If Eq. (1.1) has ED, then for which class of
linear operators P on Z does the equation
z$=(A+P)z+B(t)z, t>0, (1.2)
has ED? In this general setting, it is well known that: if P is a bounded
linear operator, which is small enough in the uniform topology of L(Z),
then Eq. (1.2) has ED. But, if P is unbounded this results is not true in
general. Nevertheless, for some particular differential equations we can
allow P to be unbounded.
All these problems can be treated in unifield setting of a linear skew-
product semiflow (LSPS), see, for example, Sacker and Sell [24], Latushkin
and Stepin [14, 15], Latushkin, Smith, and Randolph [16], and Chow
and Leiva [13]. In [2] we give a necessary and sufficient conditions for
the existence of exponential dichotomy for skew-product semiflow. Also,
we prove that the ED for LSPS is not destroyed by small perturbation
(roughness). But, the question of roughness for the Eq. (1.1) with unbounded
perturbation P remains the same. In this paper we shall answer this equation
for the more general class of unbounded operator P. That is to say, we will
study the existence and roughness of the ED dichotomy for the following
family of evolution equations in a Banach space Z.
z$=(A+P)z+B(% } t)z, t>0, % # 3, P # P(A), (1.2)P
where the state z # Z, A is the infinitesimal generator of a C0-semigroup
[T(t : A)]t0 , 3 is a compact Hausdorff topological space which is
invariantly connected under a flow _(%, t)=% } t, B(%) is a bounded linear
operator in Z, and P is an unbounded linear operator in Z which belong
to the set P(A) given in Section 3. One of the goals in this work is to prove
the following statement:
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If for some P0 # P(A) the Eq. (1.2)P0 has ED according to Definition 2.2,
then there exists a neighborhood N(P0) of P0 such that for all P # N(P0)
Eq. (1.2)P has ED.
We and the referee believe that this result can be proved using the so-
called evolutionary semigroups and some facts from [16, 22]. In this paper
we will use Theorem 4.3 of [2] to give a direct proof of this result.
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
In this section we shall present some definitions, notations and results
about linear skew-product semiflow in infinite dimensional Banach spaces.
2.1. Linear Skew-Product Semiflow (LSPS)
We begin with the notion of LSPS on the trivial Banach bundle
E=X_3, where X is a fixed Banach space (the state space) and 3 is a
compact Hausdorff space.
Definition 2.1. Suppose that _(%, t)=% } t is a flow on 3, i.e., the
mapping (%, t)  % } t is continuous, % } 0=%, and % } (s+t)=(% } s) } t for all
s, t # R.
A semiflow ? on E=X_3 is said to be linear skew-product semiflow
(LSPS), if it can be written as
?(x, %, t)=(8(%, t)x, % } t), t0,
where 8(%, t) # L(X) has the following properties:
(1) 8(%, 0)=I, the identity operator on X, for all % # 3
(2) limt  0+ 8(%, t)x=x, uniformly in %. This means that for every
x # X and every =>0 there is a $=$(x, =)>0 such that &8(%, t)x&x&=,
for all % # 3 and 0t$.
(3) 8(%, t) is a bounded linear operator from X into X that satisfies
the cocycle identity,
8(%, t+s)=8(% } t, s) 8(%, t), % # 3, 0s, t. (2.1)
(4) for all t0 the mapping from E into X given by
(x, %)  8(%, t)x
is continuous.
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The properties (2) and (3) imply that for each (x, %) # E the solution
operator t  8(%, t)x is right continuous for t0. In fact,
&8(%, t+h)x&8(%, t)x&=&[8(% } t, h)&I] 8(%, t)x&
which goes to 0 as h goes to 0+.
2.2. Exponential Dichotomy (ED)
A mapping P: E  E is said to be a projector if P is continuous and has
the form P(x, %)=(P(%) x, %), where P(%) is a bounded linear projection
on the fiber E (%). For any projector P we define the range and null space
by
R=R(P)=[(x, %) # E : P(%)x=x],
N=N(P)=[(x, %) # E: P(%)x=0]
The continuity of P implies that the fibers R(%) and N(%) vary con-
tinuously in %. This also means that P(%) varies continuously in the strong
topology of L(X).
A projector P on E is said to be invariant if it satisfies the following
property
P(% } t) 8(%, t)=8(%, t) P(%), t0, % # 3 (2.2)
Definition 2.2. We shall say that a linear skew-product semiflow ?
on E has an exponential dichotomy (ED) over 3, if there are constants
k1, ;>0, and invariant projector P such that for all % # 3 we have the
following:
(1) 8(%, t): N(P(%))  N(P(% } t)), t0 is an isomorphism with
inverse:
8(% } t, &t): N(P(% } t))  N(P(%)), t0,
(2) &8(%, t) P(%)&ke&;t, t0,
(3) &8(%, t)(I&P(%)&ke;t, t0.
From N(P(%))=R(I&P(%)) and the open mapping theorem we have that
8(%, t)(I&P(%)) is a well-defined linear and bounded operator for t0.
The following theorem says that the ED of the LSPS is not destroyed by
small perturbation, it can be found in Chow and Leiva [2]. Also, for the
case of linear skew-product flow (LSPF) there is a nice proof of this
theorem given by Latushkin, Montgomery-Smith, and Randolph in [16]
using evolutionary groups.
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Theorem 2.1. Suppose ?=(8, _) is a LSPS on E which has a ED (with
exponent ; and constant M). If
L=sup[&8(%, t)& : 0t1, % # 3]
and Me&;<e&;1, M1>M, then there exists ===(;, ;1 , M, M1 , L)>0 such
that any linear skew-product semiflow ?~ =(9, _) on E satisfying
sup[&8(%, t)&9(%, t)& : 0t1, % # 3]=
has ED with exponent ;1 and constant M1 .
2.3. The Dynamical Spectrum
Consider ?=(8, _) a linear linear skew-product semiflow on E. Then for
each * # R we define the shifted semiflow as:
?*=(8* , _), 8*(%, t)=e&*t8(%, t), t0, % # 3
Let 3 be an invariant subset of 3 under the flow _. The resolvent \(3 )
of 3 under the ? is defined as
\(3 )=[* # R : ?* admits an ED over 3 ]
and the dynamical spectrum 7(3 ) of 3 under ? as
7(3 )=R"\(3 ).
Remark 2.1. Clearly that ?=(8, _) has ED over 3, if and only if
0  7(3).
3. PERTURBATION PRINCIPLE
The results presented in this section follow from a combination of
Theorem 19 in [9, p. 31] and Chapter XIII of [12]. It is well known that,
if A is the infinitesimal generator of a C0 &semigroup [T(t; A)]t0 in the
Banach space Z and P is a bounded linear operator in Z (P # L(Z)), then
A+P is the infinitesimal generator of a C0-semigroup [T(t; A+P)]t0
which is given by
T(t; A+P)z=T(t; A)z+|
t
0
T(t&s; A) PT(s; A+P)z ds, z # Z. (3.1)
Now, we shall see that if P is an unbounded linear operator which is not
too irregular relative to A, then A+P is the infinitesimal generator of a
C0-semigroup [T(t; A+P)]t0 , but (3.1) is not true, in general.
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We shall denote by D(S) the domain of an operator S in a Banach space
W, L(W) the space of bouded and linear operator defined on W and _(S)
the spectrum of the linear operator S. With these notation in mind, we will
consider the following class of unbounded linear operators: If A is the
infinitesimal generator of a C0-semigroup [T(t; A)]t0 we denote P(A) as
the class of closed linear operators P satisfying the conditions
(I) D(A)D(P),
(II) for each t>0, there exists a constant h(t)0 such that
&PT(t, A)z&h(t) &z&, \z # D(A),
(III) the integral 10 h(t) dt exists.
Remark 3.1. A is bounded, if and only if A # P(A).
The following theorem can be found in [9, p. 631].
Theorem 3.1. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a C0-semigroup
[T(t; A)]t0 in Z. If P # P(A), then A+P defined on D(A+P)=D(A) is
the infinitesimal generator of a C0-semigroup [T(t; A+P)]t0. Furthermore,
T(t; A+P)z=:

0
Sn(t), t0, (3.2)
where
S0(t)=T(t; A),
Sn(t)z=|
t
0
T(t&s; A) PSn&1(s)z ds, n1, z # Z,
and the series (3.2) is absolutely convergent in the uniform norm of L(Z),
uniformly with respect t in each finite interval. For each n and z the function
Sn(t)z is continous for t0.
The following facts can be found in [9]:
(a) t>0 T(t; A)zD(P),
(b) the mapping z  PT(t; A)z, z # D(A), has a unique extension to
a bounded operator defined in on Z. In order to simplify the notation, we
will call this extension PT(t).
(c) PT(t) z is continuous in t > 0 at each z # Z. If |0 =
limt   log &T(t)&t, then
lim sup
t  
log &PT(t)&
t
|0 .
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(d) if R(*)>|0 , then
PR(*; A)z=|

0
e&*tPT(t)z dt, z # Z,
where R(*; A)=(A&*I )&1.
(e) If |>|0 , then there exists M|< such that
&T(t)&M| e|t, &PT(t)&M| e|t, t0.
(f ) for all ;>o
|
;
0
&PT(t)& dt<.
(h) If #=0 e
&|t &PT(t)& dt<1, then
&Sn(t)&M|e|t#n, n0.
Proposition 3.1. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a C0-semigroup
[T(t; A)]t0 of type |0 . Define the function
dA(P1 , P2)=|
1
0
&(P1&P2) T(t; A)& dt, P1 , P2 # P(A), (3.3)
and for a fixed |>|0 the function
$A(P1 , P2)=|

0
e-|t &(P1-P2) T(t; A)& dt, P1 , P2 # P(A). (3.4)
Then $A(P1, P2) and dA(P1 , P2) are equivalent metrics on P(A); i.e., there
exist constants MA and mA such that
mA $A(P1 , P2)dA(P1 , P2)MA$A(P1 , P2), P1 , P2 # P(A).
Remark 3.2. If P1&P2 is bounded, then
dA(P1 , P2)\|
1
0
&T(t; A)& dt+ &(P1&P2)&.
Theorem 3.2. The function P # P(A)  T(t; A+P) # L(Z) is continuous;
i.e.,
lim
dA(P, P0)  0
&T(t; A+P)&T(t; A+P0)&=0,
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uniformly with respect to t in each interval of the form [0, ;], ;>0. Further-
more, if $A(P, P0)<1, then there exists a constant M=M(P0) such that
&T(t; A+P)&T(t; A+P0)&
$A(P, P0)
1&$A(P, P0)
Me|t, t0.
4. MAIN RESULTS
From the foregoing section we have that (P(A), dA) is a metric space
endow with the metric dA . Now, we are ready to study the family of evolu-
tion equations,
z$=(A+P)z+B(% } t)z, t>0, % # 3, P # (P(A), dA). (4.1)P
where the mapping % # 3  B(%)z is continuous in % for z # Z fixed. Eq. (4.1)P
generates a LSPS ?P=(8P , _) on z_3, according to Definition 2.1 given
by
?P(z, %, t)=(8P(%, t)z, % } t), % # 3, P # (P(A), dA), (4.1)
where 8P(%, t) is the evolution operator associated with Eq. (4.1)P which
is given by the formula
8P(%, t)z=T(t; A+P)z+|
t
0
T(t&s; A+P) B(% } s) 8P(%, s)z ds, z # Z.
(4.2)
Theorem 4.1. If for some P0 # (P(A), dA) the linear linear skew-product
semiflow ?P0 generated by (4.1)P0 has exponential dichotomy over 3, then
there exists a neighborhood N(P0) of P0 such that for each P # N(P0) the
LSPS ?P generated by (4.1)P has ED over 3.
Proof. We shall apply Theorem 2.1. So, we need to prove that there
exists a neighborhood N(P0) of P0 such that for each P # N(P0) we have
the estimate
sup[&8P(%, t)&8P0(%, t)& : 0t1, % # 3]=,
where = is given in Theorem 2.1. In fact, from Theorem 3.2 we have that
&T(t; A+P)&T(t; A+P0)&
$A(P, P0)
1&$A(P, P0)
Me|t, t0.
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Now, from formula (4.2) we get that
8P(%, t)&8P0(%, t)
=T(t; A+P)&T(t; A+P0)
+|
t
0
(T(t&s; A+P)&T(t&s; A+P0)) B(% } s) 8P0(%, s) ds
+|
t
0
T(t&s; A+P) B(% } s)(8P(%, s)&8P0(%, s)) ds.
So,
&8P(%, t)&8P0(%, t)&

$A(P, P0)
1&$A(P, P0)
Me|t+|
t
0
$A(P, P0)
1&$A(P, P0)
Me|(t&s)R &8P0(%, s)& ds
+|
t
0
&T(t&s; A+P)& R &(8P(%, s)&8P0(%, s))& ds.
where &B(%)&R for all % # 3. Clearly, if t # [0, 1] then there are con-
stants M1 and N1 such that
&8P(%, t)&8P0(%, t)&
M1
$A(P, P0)
1&$A(P, P0)
+N1 |
t
0
&(8P(%, s)&8P0(%, s))& ds, 0t1.
Now, applying Gronwall’s inequality, we get
&8P(%, t)&8P0(%, t)&M1
$A(P, P0)
1&$A(P, P0)
eN1t, 0t1.
Therefore, by the continuity of $A there exists a neighborhood N(P0) of
P0 such that for each P # N(P0) we have that
sup[&8P(%, t)&8P0(%, t)& : 0t1, % # 3]=. K
Next, we shall consider a particular case of the family of Eqs. (4.1)P . Let
us study the family of equations
z$=A* z+B(% } t)z, t0, % # 3, * # 4, (4.2)*
where 4 is a topological space, A* is the infinitesimal generator of a C0 -
semigroup [T*(t)]t0=[T(t; A*)]t0 and for all *, *0 # 4 we have that
A*&A*0 # (P(A*0), dA*0).
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Moreover, the mapping
* # 4  A*&A*0 # (P(A*0), dA*0),
is continuous. Under the above conditions Eq. (4.2)* generates a LSPS
?*=(8* , _) on Z_3 given by
?*(z, %, t)=(8*(%, t)z, % } t), % # 3, t0. (4.3)
where 8*(%, t) is the evolution operator associated with Eq. (4.2)* which is
given by
8*(%, t)z=T*(t)z+|
t
0
T*(t&s) B(% } s) 8*(%, s)z ds, z # Z. (4.4)
Corollary 4.1. If for some *0 # 4 the LSPS ?*0 generated by (4.2)*0 has
ED over 3, then there exists a neighborhood N(*0) of *0 such that for each
* # N(*0) the LSPS ?* generated by (4.2)* has ED over 3.
5. APPLICATIONS
In this section we shall present some applications of Theorems 2.1
and 4.1.
5.1. Parabolic Equations in Unbounded Domain
Consider the parabolic equation
ut=uxx+a(x)ux+b(% } t, x)u, t>0, % # 3, (5.1)
with the initial conditions
lim
t  0
u(t, x)=u0(x), uniformly in x # R. (5.2)
Where a: R  R is uniformly continuous and bounded function,
b( } , } ): 3_R  R is a continuous and bounded function. Let Z=Cub(R)
the space of uniformly continuous and bounded functions with the
sup-nom and consider the operator A=2x2 whose domain D(A) con-
sists of all u # Z such that ux and uxx belong to Z. It is well known that A
generates a C0-semigroup [T(t; A)]t0 on Z. Moreover,
_(A)/(&, 0), &T(t; A)&1, t0.
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Furthermore,
T(t; A) u(x)=
1
2 - ?t |

&
e&s24tu(x+s) ds, u # Z, t>0. (5.3)
Next, let Pa be the closed unbounded operator defined by:
(a) the domain of Pa consits of all u # Z such that u has a continuous
derivative in a neighborhood of each x0 for which a(x0){0 and a(x)u # Z.
(b) for u # D(Pa) we put Pau(x)=a(x)ux .
Now, we define the family of operators B(%) # L(Cub(R)), % # 3, as
follows:
B(%) u(x)=b(%, x) u(x), % # 3, x # R.
Therefore, Eq. (5.1) can be written as
u$=(A+Pa)u+B(% } t)u, t>0, % # 3, a # Z. (5.3)a
Also, we shall consider the unperturbed equation
u$=Au+B(% } t)u, t>0, % # 3. (5.4)
The Eq. (5.3)a will be well defined if we verify that Pa belongs to
(P(A), dA), which implies by Theorem 3.1 that A+Pa with domain D(A)
generates a C0-semigroup. In fact, clearly D(A)/D(Pa). If u # D(A) and
t>0, then
&Pa T(t; A)u&&a& sup
x # R }
d
dx
T(t; A) u(x) }
=&a& sup
x # R }
&1
4t - ?t |

&
e&(!&x)24tu(!) d!}

&a& &u&
4t - ?t
sup
x # R
|

&
|!&x| e&(!&x)24t d!
=
&a& &u&
2t - ?t |

0
!e&!24t d!
=
&a& &u&
- ?t
.
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Hence,
&PaT(t; A)u&
&a&
- ?t
&u&, u # D(A). (5.5)
Therefore, Pa belongs to (P(A), dA).
Remark 5.1. We know that _(A)/(&, 0). If the function b( } , } ) is
one of the following types, then Eq. (5.1) has exponential dichotomy:
(a) for any ;<0, b(%, x)=;.
(b) for a function b is independent of x and the dynamical spectrum
of the ODE z$=b(% } t)z is [:, ;] with ;<0.
(c) for any function b(%, x) such that |b(%, x)&b (%)| is small enough
uniformly on x and b is given in (b).
Proposition 5.1. If Eq. (5.4) has ED over 3, then there exists a
neighborhood N(0)/Cub(R) of 0 such that for each a # N(0) Eq. (5.3)a has
ED over 3.
Proof. We only need to prove that the mapping a # Cub(R) 
Pa # (P(A), dA) is continuous at zero. In fact, from (5.5) we get that
dA(Pa , 0)=|
1
0
&PaT(t; A)& dt&a& |
1
0
dt
- ?t
=
2
- ?
&a&. K
5.2. Functional Differential Equations
Let {>0 be given. Consider the functional differential equation
x$(t)=(l(*)+B(% } t))xt , % # 3, * # 4, t0, (5.6)
with the initial conditions at t=0 given by
x(0)=!, x(s)=,(s), &{s<0, (5.7)
where ! # Rn and , # L2([&{, 0]; Rn)=L2(&{, 0). For a function
x # L 2loc(R+, R
n) and t0, we shall define xt # X=L2(&{, 0) by xt(s)=
x(s+t) for &{s0. Let C=C[[&{, 0]; Rn] and assume that the
mapping * # 4  l(*) # L(C, Rn) is continuous in the uniform topology of
L(C, Rn) and bounded. Also, for all , # C the mapping % # 3  B(%), is
continuous.
Now, consider the autonomous linear functional differential equation
x$(t)=l(*)xt , * # 4, t0, (5.8)
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with the initial conditions at t=0 given by
x(0)=!, x(s)=,(s), &{s<0. (5.9)
Then the initial value problem (5.8)(5.9) has a unique solution x(t)=
x(t, !, ,, *) defined on [&{, ); see [19].
Next, denote by Z the following Hilbert space
Z=RnL2(&{, 0)=[z=(!, ,) : ! # Rn, , # L2(&{, 0)]
Then, for each * # 4 the family of operator T*(t): Z  Z defined by
T*(t)z=(x(t), xt(!, ,, *)), t0, z # Z,
is a C0-semigroup in Z. Whose infinitesimal generator A* is given by
A*z=(l(*),, ,$), z=(!, ,) # D(A*),
where
D(A*)=[z # Z : , # W 1.2(&{, 0), ,(0)=!].
Therefore, Eq. (5.6) can be written in abstract way as
z$=A* z+B(% } t)z, t0, % # 3, (5.9)*
where B(%)z=(B(%),, 0).
Lemma 5.1. If for some *0 # 4 Eq. (5.9)*0 has ED over 3, then there
exists a neighborhood N(*0) of *0 such that for each * # N(*0) Eq. (5.9)*
has ED over 3.
Proof. It follows from Corollary 4.1. In fact. Since (A*&A*0)z=
(l(*),&l(*0),, 0), then operator A*&A*0 is bounded. Hence, the mapping
* # 4  (A*&A*0) # (P(A*0), dA*0),
is well defined. Now, let [T*0(t)]t0=[T*0(t; A*0)]t0 be the C0 -semi-
group generated by A*0 , then there exist constants M0 and |0 such that
&T*0(t)&M0 e
|0 t,
&(A*&A*0) T*0(t)&&l(*)&l(*0)& M0e
|0t, t0.
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Therefore,
dA*0(A*&A*0 , 0)=|
1
0
&(A*&A*0) T*0(t)& dt
&l(*)&l(*0)& M0 |
1
0
e|0 t dt.
Hence, the mapping
* # 4  (A*&A*0) # (P(A*0), dA*0)
is continuous in *0 # 4. This complete the proof. K
5.3. System of Parabolic Equations
In this part we study the existence and roughness of ED for the following
family of non-autonomous system of parabolic equations with Neumann
boundary conditions:
uit= :
n
j=1
eij (*) 2u j+bij (% } t)u j, t0, % # 3, u # Rn, (5.10)
u
’
=0 on 0, i=1, 2, ..., n; * # 4, (5.11)
where u=(u1, u2, ..., un)T # Rn; 4, 3 as before; and E(*)=[eij (*)] is an
n_n real continuous matrix in * # 4. This matrix E(*) is in general non-
diagonal. 0 is a bounded smooth domain in RN (N=1, 2, 3). Here
B(%, x)=[bij (%)] is an n_n real continuous matrix as a function of
% # 3_0 .
Also, we shall assume the condition on the matrix E(*),
&E(*)&L, * # 4, (5.12)
_(E(*))=[\i (*)>\>0 : i=1, 2, ..., n], * # 4, (5.13)
where _(E(*)) denotes the spectrum of the matrix E(*). For simplicity,
sometimes we shall use 2 as 2=diag(2, 2, ..., 2). Now, the problem
(5.10)(5.11) can be written briefly
ut=E(*) 2u+B(% } t)u, t0, % # 3, u # Rn, * # 4, (5.14)
u
’
=0 on 0. (5.15)
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Now, we shall choose the space where the system (5.14)(5.15) will be
set. Let X=L2(0)=L2(0, R) and consider the linear unbounded operator
A: D(A)/X  X defined by A,=&2,, where
D(A)={, # H 2(0, R) : ,’=0 on 0= . (5.16)
Since this operator is sectorial (see [11]), then the fractional power space
X: associated with A can be defined. That is to say, for :0, X:=D(A:1)
endowed with the graph norm
&x&:=&A:1 x&, x # X
:, A1=A+aI, (5.17)
where Re _(A1)>0. The norm & }&: does not depend on a (see Henry [11,
p. 29]).
Precisely, we have the following situation: Let 0=*1<*2< } } } <
*n   be the eigenvalues of A, each one with finite multiplicity #j equal
to the dimension of the corresponding eigenspace. Therefore,
(a) there exists a complete orthonormal set [,j, k] of eigenvector
of A.
(b) for all x # D(A) we have
Ax= :

j=1
*j :
#j
k=1
(x, ,j, k) ,j, k= :

j=1
*j Ej x, (5.18)
where ( } , } ) is the inner product in X and
Ej x= :
#j
k=1
(x, ,j, k) ,j, k . (5.19)
So, [Ej] is a family of orthogonal projections in X and x=
j=1 Ejx, x # X.
(c) &A generates an analytic semigroup [e&At] given by
e&Atx=E1x+ :

j=2
e&*jEjx. (5.20)
Now, we define Z :=L2(0, Rn)=Xn=X_ } } } _X and the following linear
operator
A* : D(A*)/Z  Z, A*=&E(*) 2=E(*) A, (5.21)
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where
D(A*)=[D(A)]n={, # H 2(0, Rn) : ,’=0 on 0= .
Lemma 5.2. Under the conditions (5.12)(5.13) on the matrix E(*), the
spectrum _(A*) of the operator A* is given by
_(A*)= .

j=1
_(*jE(*))
=[*j pi (*) : j=1, 2, ..., ...; i=1, 2, ..., l*], (5.22)
where l*n. Therefore, A* is a sectorial operator and the fractional power
space Z: associated with A* is defined. Moreover, the C0-semigroup
[e&A*t]t0 generated by &A* is given as
e&A*tz=P1z+ :

j=2
e&*jE(*) tPjz, z # Z, (5.23)
where [Pj] is a family of complete orthogonal projections given by
Pj=diag(Ej , Ej , ..., Ej), n_n matrix,
where Ej is given in (5.19).
Now, the systems (5.14)(5.15) can be written in abstract way on Z as
z$=&A* z+B(% } t)z, t0, % # 3. (5.23)*
Where B(%) z(x)=B(%) z(x). Therefore, Eq. (5.23)* generates a LSPS
?* : Z_3_R+  Z_3 given by
?*(z, %, t)=(8*(%, t)z, % } t), t # R+ , % # 3, z # Z, (5.24)
where 8*(%, t) is the evolution operator associated with Eq. (5.23)* , which
is given by the variational constant formula
8*(%, t)z=e&A*tz+|
t
0
e&A*(t&s)B(% } s) 8*(%, s)z ds. (5.24)*
Since B does not depend on x, we can consider the following system of
ODEs:
y$=B(% } t) y, % # 3, t # R, y # Rn. (5.25)
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Eq. (5.25) generates a skew-product flow ?: Rn_3_R  Rn_3 given by
?( y, %, t)=(8(%,‘ t) y, % } t), t # R, % # 3, y # Rn, (5.26)
where 8(%, t) is the fundamental matrix corresponding to Eq. (5.25).
From Theorems 1 and 2 in Sacker and Sell [27], we know that the
dynamical spectrum 7(3) for the skew-product flow ? generated by Eq.
(5.25) is the union of a finite number of disjoint compact intervals; i.e.,
7(3)=[a1 , b1] _ [a2 , b2] _ } } } _ [al , bl], (5.27)
where 1ln and a1b1<a2b2< } } } <albl .
Moreover, corresponding to these spectral intervals there are com-
plementary invariant projectors qi : Rn_3  Rn_3, i=1, 2, ..., l.
Now, we are ready to present some of the main results of this section.
Lemma 5.3. In this case the dynamical spectrum 7*(3) for the LSPS ?*
generated by Eq. (5.23)* is given by
7*(3)= .

j=1
7 j*(3), * # 4, (5.28)
where 7 j*(3) is the dynamical spectrum of the skew-product flow generated
by the system of ODEs,
z$=(&*j E(*)+B(% } t))z, % # 3, t # R, z # Rn. (5.28)*, j
Proof. Applying the projections Pj$s given by (5.23) to Eq. (5.23)* we
get the ODEs (5.28)*, j . Therefore, if 8 j*(%, t) is the fundamental matrix of
Eq. (5.28)*, j and 8*(%, t) is the evolution operator of Eq. (5.23)* , then we
have that
8*(%, t)= :

j=1
8 j*(%, t)Pj , t0, % # 3, * # 4. (5.29)
Clearly, Eq. (5.28)*, j generates a skew-product flow ? j* on R
n_3 given by
? j*( y, %, t)=(8
j
*(%, t) y, % } t), t0, % # 3, * # 4. (5.30)
Now, if we denote the dynamical spectrum of ? j* by 7
j
*(3), then we get
that the dynamical spectrum 7*(3) of ?* can be written
7*(3)= .

j=1
7 j*(3). K
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Corollary 5.1. If E(*0)=diag(d(*0), d(*0), ..., d(*0)) for some *0 # 4,
then the dynamical spectrum 7*0(3) for the linear skew-product semiflow ?*0
is given by
7*0(3)= .

j=1
.
l
i=1
[ai&*jd(*0), bi&*jd(*0)].
Moreover, 8*0(%, t) can be written as
8*0(%, t)= :

j=1
:
l
k=1
e&*j d(*0) t8(%, t) Pj, k(%), t0, % # 3, (5.31)
where [Pj, k(%)] is a family of continuous orthogonal projections on %.
Proof. Since E(*0)=d(*0) I, then the operators B(%) and &A*0 com-
mute. Hence, the fundamental matrix 8 j*0(%, t) of the equation
y$=&*jd(*0) y+B(% } t) y, % # 3, j=1, 2, ...,
is given by
8 j*0(%, t)=e
&*jd(*0) t8(%, t), % # 3, j=1, 2,
where 80*0(%, t)=8(%, t) is the fundamental matrix of Eq. (5.25).
Therefore, from (5.29) we get that
8*0(%, t)= :

j=1
8 j*0(%, t)Pj= :

j=1
e&*j d(*0) t8(%, t)Pj
= :

j=1
:
l
k=1
e&*jd(*0) t8(%, t) Pj, k(%), t0, % # 3,
where Pj, k(%)=Pjqk(%) and qk(%) is given in (5.27). So, the dynamical spec-
trum 7 j*0(3) of ?
j
*0 is given by
7 j*0(3)=[&*jd(*0)]+7(3)= .
l
i=1
[ai&*j d(*0), bi&*jd(*0)].
Therefore, the dynamical spectrum of the LSPS ?*0 can be written as
7*0(3)= .

j=1
.
l
i=1
[ai&*jd(*0), bi&*jd(*0)]. K
Corollary 5.2. Suppose that E(*0)=diag(d(*0), d(*0),..., d(*0)) for
some *0 # 4 and the linear skew-product flow ? generated by (5.25) has ED
over 3. If d(*0) is big enough, then the LSPS ?*0 given by (5.24)*0 has ED
over 3.
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Corollary 5.3. Suppose that E(*0)=diag(d(*0), d(*0), ..., d(*0)) for
some *0 # 4 and the linear skew-product flow ? generated by (5.25) has ED
over 3. If there exists k>1 such that *kd(*0)>max[ |bi | : i=1, 2, ..., l] and
0  .
k&1
j=1
.
l
i=1
[ai&*jd(*0), bi&*jd(*0)],
then the LSPS ?*0 generated by (5.25)*0 has ED over 3.
Lemma 5.4. If for some *0 the LSPS ?*0 generated by (5.23)*0 has ED
over 3, then there exists a neighborhood N(*0) of *0 such that for each
* # N(*0) the LSPS ?* generated by (5.23)* has ED over 3.
Proof. From Lemma 5.1 we have that the dynamical spectrum 7*0(3)
of the LSPS ?*0 generated by Eq. (5.23)*0 is given by
7*0(3)= .

j=1
7 j*0(3).
where 7 j*0(3) is the dynamical spectrum of the skew-product flow ?
j
*0
generated by the system of ODEs,
z$=(&*j E(*0)+B(% } t))z, % # 3, t # R, z # Rn.
Therefore, ?j*0 has ED over 3 for all j=1, 2, ...; i.e.,
0  7 j*0(3), j=1, 2, 3, ... .
Now, let ?* be the LSPS generated by Eq. (5.23)* which can be written as
z$=&A*0 z+B(% } t)z&(A*&A*0)z, t0, % # 3.
It means Eq. (5.23)* is a perturbation of Eq. (5.24)*0 by the unbounded
operator &(A*&A*0). From Lemma 5.1 the dynamical spectrum 7*(3) of
the LSPS ?* is given by
7*(3)= .

j=1
7 j*(3),
where 7 j*(3) is the dynamical spectrum of the skew-product flow ?
j
*
generated by the system of ODEs (5.28)*, j .
Now, it is enough to prove that, there exists a neighborhood N(*0) of
*0 such that for each * # N(*0)
0  7 j*(3), j=1, 2, 3, ...;
i.e., for each * # N(*0) the skew-product flow ? j* has ED over 3.
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From Theorem 2.1, we only need to prove that there exists a
neighborhood N(*0) of *0 such that for each * # N(*0) we have the
estimate
sup[&8 j*(%, t)&8 j*0(%, t)& : 0t1, % # 3]=,
where = is given in Theorem 2.1. In order to do that, we shall prove the
following statements:
(a) There are constants M and N such that for t0 and j=2, 3, ...
we have
&e&*j E(*0) t&Me&*j (\2)t, &e&*jE(*) t&Ne&*j \t, \* # 4. (5.32)
(b) There exists a constant H such that for t0 and j=2, 3, ... we have
&e&*j E(*) t&e&*j E(*0) t&H &E(*)&E(*0)& e&*j (\2) t, \* # 4. (5.33)
In fact, (a) follows from the Jordan form of E(*) and conditions
(5.12)(5.13); (b) follows directly from part (a).
Now, we get that
8 j*(%, t)&8
j
*0(%, t)=e
&*j E(*)t&e&*j E(*0) t
+|
t
0
(e&*jE(*)(t&s)&e&*j E(*0)(t&s)) B(% } s) 8 j*0(%, s) ds
+|
t
0
e&*j E(*)(t&s)B(% } s)(8 j*(%, s)&8
j
*0(%, s)) ds.
Therefore,
&8 j*(%, t)&8
j
*0(%, t)&H &E(*)&E(*0)& e
&*j (\2) t
+|
t
0
H &E(*)&E(*0)& e&*j (\2)(t&s)R &8 j*0(%, s)& ds
+|
t
0
Ne&*j\(t&s)R &(8 j*(%, s)&8
j
*0(%, s)& ds.
where &B(%)&R for all % # 3. Clearly, if t # [0, 1] then there are constants
M1 and N1 such that
&8 j*(%, t)&8 j*0(%, t)&M1 &E(*)&E(*0)&
+N1 |
t
0
&(8 j*(%, s)&8 j*0(%, s))& ds, 0t1.
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Now, applying Gronwall’s inequality we get
&8 j*(%, t)&8 j*0(%, t)&M1 &E(*)&E(*0)& e
N1 t, 0t1.
Therefore, by the continuity of E(*) there exists a neighborhood N(*0) of
*0 such that
sup[&8 j*(%, t)&8
j
*0(%, t)& : 0t1, % # 3]=. K
Remark 5.2. If the matrix B depends on x, then the operator B(%) given
in Eq. (5.23)* is defined by B(%) z(x)=B(%, x) z(x). Therefore, we do not
have the system of ODEs (5.25) to work with. However, Lemma 5.4 about
roughness of the ED is still valid.
Lemma 5.5. Suppose that matrix B is dependent on x and for some
*0 # 4 the LSPS ?*0 generated by (5.23)*0 has ED over 3, then there exists
a neighborhood N(*0) of *0 such that for each * # N(*0) the LSPS ?*
generated by (5.23)* has ED over 3.
Proof. Again we shall apply Theorem 2.1. So, we need to prove that
there exists a neighborhood N(*0) of *0 such that for each * # N(*0) we
have the estimate
sup[&8*(%, t)&8*0(%, t)& : 0t1, % # 3]=,
where = is given in Theorem 2.1. In order to do that, we shall prove the
following statement:
For t0 and * # 4 we have
&e&A*t&e&A*0t&H &E(*)&E(*0)& e&*2(\2) t, (5.34)
where H and \ are given in formulas (5.32)(5.33). In fact from formula
(5.23) we get
e&A*tz&e&A*0tz= :

j=2
(e&*jE(*) t&e&*jE(*0) t)Pj .
Hence,
&e&A*tz&e&A*0 tz&2 :

j=2
[H &E(*)&E(*0)& e&*j (\2) t]2 &Pjz&2
[H &E(*)&E(*0)&]2 :

j=2
e&*j\t &Pjz&2.
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Therefore,
&e&A*t&e&A*0t&H &E(*)&E(*0)& e&*2(\2) t.
From here, the proof can be completed in the same way as Theorem 4.1,
by using the formula (5.23)* . K
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